
Millennium Force
The minimum roller coaster



It’s the best thrill

You accelerate at top speed as you plummet to earth. You’ll go so fast your stomach will drop! 
And so you remember how much fun 

you had we catch a picture of you on the steepest drop.

It’s desinded by better designers than Gallileo and Isac 

Newtons brains put together. I know it sounds boring, 

which it is, but its what makes it all work, GRAVITY!

Its a force which pulls us to the ground. Without it there 

could only be floating and the roller coasters wouldnt exist.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fahrenheit_(Drop).jpg


1. Gravity = a force that pulls objects to the ground.
2. Air resistance = air resistance is a type of friction between air and another 

object.
3. Water resistance = water resistance is friction in water.
4. Friction = friction is two objects that meet and slow eachother down.
5. Surface = the outside of an object.
6. Force = force is like a big push which moves an object.
7. Effect = effect is a force that makes a difference.
8. Move = move is to push an object away. 
9. Potential = potential is a meaning.

10.  Accelerate = accelerate is to move faster.
11.  Decelerate = decelerate is to move slower.
12.  Stop = stop is to slow to a complete end.
13.  Change direction = change direction is to turn and go a different way.
14.  Brake = brake is something to stop with or go slower.
15.  Mechanism = mechanism is a system of parts working together to make a 

robot.
16.  Pulley = a pulley is something that pulls objects up.
17.  Gear = a gear is part of a machine.
18.  Spring = a spring is a bouncy tool that's used in trampolines and more.
19.  Isaac Newton = a scientist who found out about gravity.

20.  Galileo Galilei = a famous man who once famously said give me a fulcrum 
and a lever long enough and i will lift the world.       



Go to darethrills.orm at 112-434-740

To find thrills and dares beyond your imagination, take a polar bear dive or climb 
mount everest. Whatever it is you want to do this experience makes you brave 
and not afraid of the end the world. [Which scientists say will end any day so come 
today for tomorrow might not exist.]



Where the money will go

The money will go to animal and people shelters all over the world. And give 
animals a happy enviorment to live in.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/136292790@N05/23232445753
https://www.flickr.com/photos/136292790@N05/23188692424


https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Puppy.jpg
https://www.pickpik.com/dog-puppy-animal-animals-animal-domestic-cotton-tulear-149111


https://www.needpix.com/photo/1107551/golden-retriever-puppy-dog-puppy-cute-puppies-eating-free-pictures-free-photos-free-images-royalty-free
https://www.pickpik.com/puppy-animals-cute-sweet-dog-animal-131420
https://www.wallpaperflare.com/puppies-puppy-dog-dachshund-brown-litter-cute-kiss-newborn-wallpaper-adcvn



